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Abstract. In paper [1] the first author presented a program to assist the medical doctor or biologist in building
histograms of the numerical data series. These are necessary for various biomedical or statistical
considerations. The biomedical ones may refer, for instance, to the establishment of a somatic, functional or
biochemical parameter’s normality limits – which only makes sense after determining the respective
parameter’s distribution form. The statistical ones refer to the elimination of the possible outliers; the
establishment of the distribution gaussianity (normality) or of a transformed shape of it, in order to be able to
later operate with the powerful parametric statistics tests.
This work contains an upgraded version of the previous paper and a methodological extension. The upgrade
consists in an ad-in EXCEL spreadsheet, while the extension refers to: 1) the computation of some statistics,
2) a statistic test and 3) the drawing of classification scales in keeping with the methodology proposed by the
first author in [2]. The statistics are: mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, skewness, kurtosis, etc.
The statistic test verifies normality (gaussianity) by means of the standard errors of g-statistics. Sigmatic
scales and centilic scales are being drawn, which should coincide in case the data is normally distributed.
The scales are very useful in anthropometry, to define normality standards of various biomedical parameters
as well as in medicine to define different classes of measurable symptoms.

1. Introduction
The numerical data series processing is often carried out wrongly or at least
inadequately. For instance, many users of the statistical programs “forget” that a mean
makes sense only if the data is aggregated relatively centrally, forming a so-called
unimodal distribution. The mean can be calculated for any series of numbers, and the
statistical programs calculate it even when it makes no sense. Therefore, in [1] I have
recommended that, before calculating the mean, one should build several histograms, which
help notice the existence or nonexistence of a relatively central tendency. Only in the
affirmative case the mean makes sense, (with one exception: the case of small samples,
extracted by randomization for the estimation of the mean in the statistical population from
which they were extracted. In this case, we’ll accept any distribution of the data in the
sample for the calculation of the mean, on condition, however, that we dispose in advance
of the information that the variables in the population distribute with a central tendency,
and therefore the mean makes sense in the population.) The same things can be said, almost
identically, for the median.
Another practical problem is setting the limits of biomedical normality, respectively
defining sigmatical or centilical scales for the classification of the patients from the
viewpoint of a certain measurable characteristic. The option between the two scales must be
made according to the following rule: we build sigmatical scales only when the data
distributes cvasigaussianly, i.e. unimodally, symmetrically and with medium sharpness
(equal to that of Gauss’ distribution. A distribution with medium sharpness is called
mesukurtic.)
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2. Materials and methods
To establish the type of distribution (unimodal, bimodal or multimodal) of a measurable
characteristic in a phenomenon – in a «statistical population» - based on a sample, a
statistical series, I have recommended the following empirical strategy:
− Calculate the number of grouping intervals, k, given by the Sturges empirical formula
(k = 1 + 3,322 * log10 n, where n is the number of data in the series). Build histograms with
equal grouping intervals and with conecutive numbers of grouping intervals placed around
k.
− Visually examine the histograms and establish the type of each distribution, if
necessary, making abstraction of the small « accidents » (see fig.2): unimodal, bimodal,
multimodal. More attention should be paid to those with class numbers smaller than k,
when the series’volume is small, and to the others in the opposite case.
− If more histograms with similar class numbers are of the same type we can consider
that that is the distribution type « behind » the data, in the « phenomenon », i.e. in the
statistical population from which the data series was extracted. In the opposite case, i.e. in
case when passing from one histogram to another the distribution type changes frequently,
we can consider either that the examined series has two few numbers, or that these numbers
are the result of measurements made with a precision that is too high for their too small
number. [1]
In case you reach the conclusion that a series of numbers is unimodal, and if the data
were extracted aleatorily – to be unbiassed – and are sufficient – to describe accurately
enough the population of which they were extracted – then you can build clustering scales,
and normality limits respectively.
In [2] the first author proposed a sigmatical scale and a centilical scale. They were
conceived so as (1) to coincide for cvasigaussianly distributed data. Moreover, on a
sigmatical scale, (2) to keep the limits m-2s si m+2s, because traditionally they delimit
normality, and (3) to set the « Medium » class between the limits m-0,67s and m+0,67s to
include 50% of the individuals as the author proposed for the centilical scale. The following
two scales resulted (Table 1), in which the classes contain the limits on their left:
Table 1. Dragomirescu’s sigmatical scale and centilical scale.
Dimension:
Sigmatical
scale
Centilical
scale

Very
Small
→
→

Small

Medium

Big

m-2s

→

m-0,67s

→

m+0,67s

→

m+2s

Very
Big
→

c2

→

c25

→

c75

→

c98

→

We recommend that the option between the two scales be made based on the “test for
verifying normality by measuring skewness (g1) and kurtosis (g2)” [3]. Skewness and
kurtosis are also called g-statistics [4]. The test rejects the hypothesis of normality
(cvasigaussianity) if at least one of the g-statistics exceeds in absolute value 3 standard
errors of the scale (σ(g)).
3. Results and discussion
The above described biostatistical methodology was programmed in Visual Basic. The
program is an ad-in for EXCEL users..
Installment: Unzip the HistoSetup.exe module and launch it. It will install in your
EXCEL spread-sheet the program itself and the access pictogram (indicated by an arrow in
the upper left corner of the screen in Figure 1.)
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Figure 1. Histo – version 1 is an
Addin program in EXCEL. The data
needed for the calculation are taken
by marking the area which contains
them.

Figure 2. Unimodal distributions
(with certain small « accidents »
for high values), with positive
skewness ⇒ the median is
preferred to the mean.

Using the program is very easy:
- Mark the portion of numerical data to be analyzed and click on the pictogram. A
display will appear with histograms such as that in Figure 2.
- To obtain the two scales and the related statistics click on « STATISTICS ». A display
like that in Figure 3 will appear.
- Clicking on « OPTIONS » we can modify the variable’s name and recalculate the
classes like in EXCEL, i.e. including the limits on the classes’ right.

Figure 3. The indicated scale is centilic. The limits of the two scales differ very much, by
227%.

Figure 3 shows that the sigmatic scale for the number of sessions in neurofeedback
training [5] would be an aberration: the lower limit for the « Small » class would be
negative. The program recommends the centilic scale, as the distribution is “with positive
skewness and not mesokurtic”. It is leptokurtic, i.e. sharper than Gauss’ distribution. In the
last line of the display the immense difference between the two scales is obvious (227%).
The various methodological statistical details (including the calculation of the
« percentage of difference”), as well as the user instructions of the product are available in
“Help”.
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4. Conclusion
The Histo – version 1 program is more than a calculation program. It has two additional
functions:
1.
It helps the user not make some of the most serious and unfortunately frequent
statistical mistakes: the calculation of a measure of central tendency when there
is no central tendency;
2.
It has a demonstrative role, allowing the user to compare the two scales built
precisely to be compatible, coinciding in case of normality.
For instance, in Figure 4 the two scales for the « Height » are built for a homogenous
series of 103 boys aged 17. It is visible that the scales are almost identical, the difference
being only 1% [2].

Figure 4. In this case one can use the sigmatic scale and the normality limits.
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